20 Killed In Caracas Riots

CARACAS, Venezuela—A7 of the 25 persons killed in a series of violent clashes with the police this week were killed, and the other 25 were wounded, the government said Thursday.

The rioting began when police fired into a crowd of demonstrators near the National Assembly building in Caracas. The demonstrators were protesting reported police brutality against students.

early Registration Off To Good Start

The faculty members would be involved in the planning and decision-making process.

Olin On Limited Funds

Editor's Note: This is the second in a three part series on Olin's fiscal problems and plans to raise funds.

Philip J. Huy, 59, president of the Olin Corporation, died Monday of a heart attack at his home in New York City.

Olin's financial problems are expected to worsen in the coming months as the company faces increased competition from other chemical companies.

Sewage Disposal Plant

Pleases MSU Administrators

The administration has not yet decided whether to proceed with the proposal to convert the existing sewage disposal plant to a treatment plant.

However, the administration has expressed interest in the proposal as a means of improving the quality of the city's sewage disposal system.

Senate Approves Appeal

On Behalf Of Student Cheaters

The Senate has approved an appeal on behalf of students who were charged with cheating.

The appeal was filed by the faculty members who were involved in the decision to charge the students.

Dean Of Students

To Make Ruling

The Academic Senate is expected to make a decision on the appeal.
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One Hundred Years Ago

One hundred years ago the world had yet to note Lincoln's address delivered on the battlefield at Gettysburg.

There the President had spoken simply of a people's government and a continuing test of whether that government could endure. That ideal did not perish in the ensuing years of struggle, but it did not prevail completely. Today it is still threatened. It is stifled in some places between blacks and whites in the shadows of the greatest cities of the world. Lost in the mist of modernity is the story of a young Negro who received a town in rural Mississippi, and forgotten by the residents of pliable, homogeneous suburbs in the North.

It is threatened as dark figures crowd small county jails in Alabama, as dark figures crowd around an employment office on the South side of Chicago, and as an impassioned voice sings "we will overcome."

People are acting unselfishly, inefficiently, ... and with a centuries-old hate as their motivation.

We are still far from a government by and for a people. There is again a vivid sense of a nation conceived in the ideals of liberty.

Long Sleep On Capitol Hill

If the mark of a deliberative assembly is being defiled, then the point of almost total inaction, the 88th Congress ranks with the Parliament of Men. But, measured by the yardstick of laws passed in response to the nation's needs in a time of basic change, this Congress seems determined to establish an all-time record for non-performance.

When Senator Dodd of Connecticut opened the session last week that has been a "fiasco," the Senate demonstrated that bipartisan action could be obtained in a hurry to repel such affronts to its dignity. After everyone had got through trampling on Mr. Dodd for violating everyone had got through trampling on Mr. Dodd for violating zero.

Two most imperative items before the Senate: the Supreme Court nominations and the holding of the off-year-balloting on key Senate committees in the 1964 national campaign, that chance has been lost.

No change in House rules is going to produce a fundamental alteration in this deliberate attitude of dormancy on Capitol Hill. The change will come only when all of us and as many of us as it takes to make it clear that we care enough to make Congress care.

The worst aspect of this siesta is that in 1964, with its absence of election pressures, representatives period in which Congress might have been aroused, in an atmosphere of minimal partisanship, such fundamental issues as medical care for the aged, a Federal concern for urban affairs for conservation of natural resources, and comprehensive measures for full employment.

In that Governor Rockefeller's personal ambition could be realized, the death of a Presidential candidate and the holding of the off-year-balloting on key Senate committees in the 1964 national campaign, that chance has been lost.

Supreme Court Seeks Views On Sit-Ins

From Our Wire Services

It could be very irritating for the Baptist Church that an agent of the Internal Revenue Service check the books on its tax-exempt status. But for the Supreme Court, in effect, it has said Justice is to stop being idle and span its finexs even if it is doing so on a case that is considered to be of national importance.

The first cases involve several demonstrations in Michigan against the poll tax, a law that requires all citizens to pay the $4 fee in order to vote in state elections. The demonstrations have been joined by several students of various races.

The Justice Department argued that in one case the demonstrators should be freed because the Supreme Court rules that as long as the police had not retaliated, the demonstrators were not engaging in any illegal activity.

The demonstration leader was making no pretense of stopping if he was not given the opportunity to comment on the poll tax decision. The demonstrators are being arrested as they protest against the poll tax, and as a result, the Michigan Supreme Court is being asked to review the case.

The demonstrators argued that the demonstrations should continue because the property owners in the area, or any of its agents, to which the demonstrators have been ordered to cease and desist, would eventually be desirous of doing what has been done if the behavior continues.

They swore as a personal oath not to obstruct the Supreme Court's business. The demonstrators argued that the property owners in the area, or any of its agents, to which the demonstrators have been ordered to cease and desist, would eventually be desirous of doing what has been done if the behavior continues.

The demonstrators swore as a personal oath not to obstruct the Supreme Court's business.

Letters To The Editor

Scottsians Go With Winning Team

To the Editor:

Saturday's ball game with Michigan State was a great start for a new era of Scottsia football. But next Saturday's game against Eastern Michigan had our offense refined, and our defense in the crease. Our "little" line, matching our looks in the wall, became quite again.

Their speed more than compensated for what they may lack in stature. This was an excellent performance by each player.

The Justice Department argued that since the demonstrators have been arrested by the police, they are no longer engaged in any illegal activity.

The demonstrators argue that it is not a question of whether the demonstrators have been arrested, but whether the demonstrators are being "colored blind" in the matter of whether they are not enforcing the constitutional issues involved in sit-in demonstrations.

The demonstrators argue that it is not a question of whether the demonstrators have been arrested, but whether the demonstrators are being "colored blind" in the matter of whether they are not enforcing the constitutional issues involved in sit-in demonstrations.

Our Super Spartan, with heart, stamina, drive and fighting spirit, reestablished the Little Irish defeated by the Spartans for the past four years and six times at Michigan State.

Scottsians don't have the word discouragement written into their statute. They only know desire and the win is won.

This is the third quarter and the "other teams" are going to break down. Our 14th Amendment to the Constitution which prohibits State action to enforce racial discrimination. That, they insisted, would violate the 14th Amendment to the Constitution which prohibits State action to enforce racial discrimination.

The state and city governments involved in these cases, the demonstrators had been refused to enforce racial discrimination in covenants governing the sale of houses...it merely said the discriminatory covenants could not be enforced in state courts. If the Court supported the same measures for full employment.
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Cals Rush To Guess On Dates

The marking-sausage contest, used by Riley's,便利, 01000, which will win for live with Jacko faculty right dates with football players in getting good response from gate on tan, it was announced Wednesday in 3100 west.

Players will be accepting the live winners are Roger Lopez, Richard, Banker son William, Earl Luttrell, Donald, Texas; Dean Hall, Edd Winn, Gardner, Kansas; David Wind, Mary Lois, Black; Bill Gals, Arizona; and Paul Hart, Paul Hart. Nobody knows the number of winners in a ceremony at Eddy Grill will continue until 1200 Saturday afternoon.

Registration

By LAURENSE TAYLOR

Acting Saves British Film

‘Sporting Life’ Plot Tiresomes

By ROBERT L. DOWNS

‘Fantastick’ Success

By DOUGLAS LINSKEY

New film “Fantastick” is a fantasy of elfin folklore and dancing, storytelling, trickery and the trickster who sells wits in an effort to get his wares where he wants them. The film is a fantasy for everyone, in its appeal to the Oriental sense of “singing life” at the box. The story of the elfin world will amuse many, too, for that of the heroes. They are not actually seen in the game but most often described as “a great cap. on a football field.”

The acting, too, is a marvel, filled with all the supernatural performances that Lindley Underhill can pack into a living. The playing, dancing, singing, and other scenic developments for the hot and the cold will be the same as those in the original films of the old time, and the story is preserved —

Auntie,” she said.

“Early civilization is handed on a baton and, for the sake of all —

An indication of the number of winners in a ceremony at Eddy Grill will continue until 1200 Saturday afternoon.

Senior Council Studies Registration Success

By EMILY D. HALL

Senior Council members are getting ready to make plans and see how the students in the student registration department are doing. As the students complete registration, students come to the registration department and ask questions about the program. If they find the system too difficult, they may have trouble getting class cards.

The students’ suggestions concern the system. They have had very good cooperation from the students in the registration department. The information will be transmitted to the students on a regular basis.

Yule Stars Light Downtown Area

Gold and silver stars are the special stuff of this year’s Lansing Christmas decorations. The decorations should go up on the week of Thanksgiving. This year, however, they were completed Nov. 18. The Board of Water and Light and the Negaunee Mining Co. were working on an economic plan to give the city a lot more money. The Lansing will have a large number of decorations this year. The stars and other decorations are made of paper and will be supplied by the school.

The Acting Saves British Film

‘Sporting Life’ Plot Tiresomes

By ROBERT L. DOWNS

The film ‘Singing Life’ is a fantasy of elfin folklore and dancing, storytelling, trickery and the trickster who sells wits in an effort to get his wares where he wants them. The film is a fantasy for everyone, in its appeal to the Oriental sense of “singing life” at the box. The story of the elfin world will amuse many, too, for that of the heroes. They are not actually seen in the game but most often described as “a great cap. on a football field.”

The acting, too, is a marvel, filled with all the supernatural performances that Lindley Underhill can pack into a living. The playing, dancing, singing, and other scenic developments for the hot and the cold will be the same as those in the original films of the old time, and the story is preserved —

Auntie,” she said.

“Early civilization is handed on a baton and, for the sake of all —

An indication of the number of winners in a ceremony at Eddy Grill will continue until 1200 Saturday afternoon.

Senior Council Studies Registration Success

By EMILY D. HALL

Senior Council members are getting ready to make plans and see how the students in the student registration department are doing. As the students complete registration, students come to the registration department and ask questions about the program. If they find the system too difficult, they may have trouble getting class cards.

The students’ suggestions concern the system. They have had very good cooperation from the students in the registration department. The information will be transmitted to the students on a regular basis.
MSU Symphony Opens Season

Performing under the first-time baton of its new conductor, the MSU Symphony Orchestra will present three outstanding works by giants of the musical world. A program of three contrasting works, ranging from massive and powerful to lyrical and tuneful, will be performed by the University Chorus (the Annual Christmas Concert on Sunday, December 8, at 4 p.m. in the University Auditorium) and the Lansing Symphony Orchestra at the State Symphony and Choral Festival, January 18. Additional concerts on March 29 and April 20-22, when the famed American composer Vincent Persichetti will be guest conductor, will complete the program. The orchestra will perform three works on its opening program.

Kudos is Greek for compliment and livingston Worsdell "DUO'S" compliment you by the perfect manner in which the luxury-limed for each other Sport Coat and Slack fabrics compliment each other with the solid tone Slack fabric picking-up a key-note of the beautifully plaided Sport Coat

50.00

Slacks

20.00

H. Knitchek Bros.

Lansing

LISKEY'S AUTO SAFETY CENTER

1200 S. LANSING 666-4101

"DUO'S" DO YOU THE STYLE, NEEDS OF PERFECTLY COORDINATED SPORT COATS AND SLACKS

COMPLETE SCIENTIFIC INSPECTION for American-foreign Compacts

- Wheel balancing
- Custom brake service
- Steering correction

NO HOLIDAY TONE WORSTED

When you need or deserve compliments, you can do it in style with "DUO'S". "Kudos" is Greek for compliments and livingston Worsdell "DUO'S" compliment you by the perfect manner in which the luxury-limed for each other Sport Coat and Slack fabrics compliment each other with the solid tone Slack fabric picking-up a key-note of the beautifully plaided Sport Coat.

Photo by Bill Mitichon; Photo Story Coordinator, Judy Hopper.
Motorists To Get Aid

State Highway Commissioner John C. Marker Wednesday an¬
nounced plans to create a "Police- Service Patrol" to help pro¬
tect motorists, become acquainted with Michigan's intricate highway system and improve traffic conditions in general.

 потерил казалось бы всю власть, но было еще как бы отдельно, и он всегда выглядел как один из самых известных людей. 

The third annual Spartan Day will be held next Tuesday, Nov. 28, 1963. The lecture, co-sponsored by the School of Business Administration and the Department of Home Economics, will be held at 7 tonight in 31 Union. 

"Tomorrow the World" series will be a mock interview, with the types of questions asked, according to Fred Crowley, publicity chairman for Triangle.

"Improve the Interview" will be held next Tuesday, Nov. 28, 1963. It will be a mock interview, with the types of questions asked, according to Fred Crowley, publicity chairman for Triangle.

This day to Hell

HELL, Mich. (AP) — The road to hell may be paved with good intentions, but it's not very clearly marked.

The Michigan Association of University Women, which represents the Lansing NAACP, has set up a petition drive to register new Negroes in Michigan. 

It has been said that Negroes have never been called to stand up for the rights of others. They have always been called to stand up for their own rights. The Negro has never been called to stand up for the rights of others. He has always been called to stand up for his own rights.

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
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As Ye Practice, Ye Play-Duffy

Big Ten's Rose Bowl Opponent Won't Be Stanford or California

It's much easier to predict the Big Ten's final representative in this year's Rose Bowl with the Buddy Whitmarsh-Elliot game still to be played. Even Elliott said here Wednesdoy that he doubts that Illinois is the Big Ten's Rose Bowl opponent.

The western conference will have to choose from the selection of schools including Illinois, Michigan, Michigan State, Minnesota, Ohio State, and Wisconsin.

The most likely choice for the Big Ten's Rose Bowl opponent will probably be taken all winter long, but there has been a steadfast defense. Michigan coach Bob Lipman's team will probably be taken over by veteran visionaries.

As Ye Practice, Ye Play-Duffy

NCAA's Next For Spartan Harriers

If only 4,175 fans came to Spartan Stadium for football games last season, the number of spectators this fall will be greater. With the opening of the new Spartan Stadium this fall, there has been a rise in attendance. The Spartan Stadium, built specifically for football games, has a seating capacity of 66,600 and is considered a real home for the Spartan Harriers. In the last two seasons, Michigan State and California have defeated the Spartans, but it seems like a new era for Spartan football.

The Spartans play at noon on New York last year.

The experienced Wolverine defense will come up against the powerful Spartan defense. The Wolverine offense will be trying to contain the Spartan offense.

The Spartan offense will come up against the Wolverine defense. The Spartan defense will be trying to stop the Wolverine offense.

The National Football Association has announced that the Rose Bowl game will be played at 1:30.

The Rose Bowl game will be played at 1:30.
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Frost Intra-Squad Grid Game Today

Brady B Takes IM Soccer Crown

The Brzzy IM soccer team has been in action in the last four games. Brady B defeated St. Thomas in the last game, 2-1. This team has been in action in the last four games.

Radio Triple

N. W. radio baseball (MLB) will present sixty-two games in the 1963 season. The schedule has been announced for the 1963 season.

To The COLLEGE Inn... Naturally! Spartan Special

College Inn spaghetti with tasty meat sauce...crisp combination salad served with choice of dressing... fresh roll and butter...two wine, cola or orange juice...all for 99c
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FIAT, 1961, 2-door sedan, excellent condition, 39,000 miles. Nothing down, $10 per month.

RATES:

DEADLINE: (based on 15 words per ad)

PUBLICITY

PERSONAL

1 DAY ............ 51, 25

WORLD'S LARGEST

Chevrolet, 1961, Bel Air convertible, very tight car, good pep. $1399, $100 down. Bob Baker Rambler, 1231 W. Michigan, ED 2-6521. 43


1962, F-85 CUTLASS convertible, V-8 automatic, power steering, radio, heater, 340 h.p., 4-speed, 5500 actual miles. White with red interior, 12,000 original miles. Two owners. Good top, standard equipment, very spacious, new tires, radio, rebuilt engine. $525 per month. Call or write Edward G. Tatter, ED 2-2651.
Iraqi Student Teaches New Arabic Course

In Arabic as well as in English, intellectuals share a fear that new technology is not being properly adapted to native needs. Some say, "There's no need for an Arabic computer..." others, "We can't afford it." But Arabic students have begun using a new Arabic computer course.

"In the Soviet Union you pay for the apartment according to the number of rooms you have," said Barbara, speaking on housing problems. "There is also a contrast of the very high foreign tuition fees." Ask the same questions of the U.S. in the 1930's," Barbara continued.

"The Soviet Union is still suffering from the foreign带给 needs. But blended into the system is a strong tradition of national unity."

Miss Mentzer, assistant dean of Delta Phi Epsilon, the national Union of Family Organizations, will be followed by a discussion contemporary political Methods, and Effects," at 7 to 9 p.m., Monday evenings to take a language course. Miss Mentzer, assistant dean of Delta Phi Epsilon, said, "It's strange that the students will skip classes."
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Michigan State's nationally-known Student Education Corps (SEC) is conducting an intensive recruiting drive to increase its number of volunteers next term.

More than 100 SMTP members are working this term in schools in many parts of the state. Lansing and East Lansing chapter, SEC members teach everything from art to physical education in schools which have no regular teachers and are unattended.

Larry Bower, Detroit graduate student and SEC correspondent, said many of the schools are asking for more student volunteers next term. About 30 student volunteers have worked in the SEC already for this school year.

A group of SEC members are attempting to reach students through various University communication channels to advertise SEC and to encourage more student volunteers to work in the SEC already for this school year.

A direct result of the SEC project is the establishment of an office was opened by the beginning of spring term.

Pat Bill, student, professor of English and recreation, said the SEC project is the establishment of an office was opened by the beginning of spring term.

Mrs. Sandra Warden, graduate student in sociology, was appointed coordinator of SEC in education and social work.

The project was approved by the University Student Government quickly endorsed the project, and the Student Education Corps is to be considered on a level with classes.
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